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Patriotic Songs
Name of lesson/ unit:____________________________________
Grade Level:
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Links to Standards: These links will take you to a web page
CCSS ELA
CCSS Math
CCSS History/SS
Next Gen Science
Fine Arts
PE/Health
Computer Science/Technology
Foreign Languages

Stage 1-Desired Results
Content Standard(s):
Copy and paste them here:

27 A.1b Music-Identify how the arts contribute to communication, celebrations,
occupations and recreation.
26.B.1c Music-Sing or play on classroom instruments a variety of music
representing diverse cultures and styles.
R.CCR.2 ELA- Determine central ideas or themes of a test and analyze their
development; summarize the key supporting key details and ideas.
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Understanding(s):
Students will understand that . . .

Patriotic songs are about a country.

Essential Question(s):
Is this song patriotic and why?

We can use our singing voices to share
patriotic songs with others at a concert.

Other Notes:

Stage 2-Acceptable Evidence
Performance Task(s)
How do the students prove they understand the
concept(s)?
What are the tasks?

Other Evidence and Formative
Assessment works:
Teacher evaluation of students' verbal
responses.

Write a group song with a patriotic
theme.
Listen to different musical examples and Successful performance of patriotic
songs at a Veteran's Day Program.
discern whether or not it is patriotic.

Rubric: Create a rubric at http://rubistar.4teachers.org/
Copy the url to the created rubric and paste it here:

Stage 3- Learning Plan
Learning Activities:
Type your lesson plan here:
-The students would view a short video of the song "You're a Grand Old Flag" and discuss what they saw
and heard.
-We would talk about the word "Patriotic" and define it.
-We would talk about what made that song Patriotic.
-Introduce the idea of an upcoming concert.
-Teacher will sing song two times and have students listen while mirroring body movements to the beat.
-Teacher will teach song through echo singing phrase by phrase.
-Teacher sings song while leaving out key words that students must then sing.
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Adapted from Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe-Understanding by Design

Lesson Contributors: Please type your names and your district’s name:
James Younger- Mendota
Chris Kelsey-Peru
Katherine Donnelly -Mendota (student teacher)

Directions: Save this pdf and email it to trossman@roe35.org
Or pwasilewski@roe35.org
Thank you for sharing!

